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Su~ecr:-

Holding of CNC in cases where the guoted price exceeds CPA's Financial Powp-s.

It has been reported by one of the AF CommandIFAs, that while de&ing with a caseof PAC
procurement. it came to light that the amount quoted by Ibe vendor was marginally higher them the
delegated power of Rs. 10 Crore available to AOC-in-C. Since CNC is to be mandatOrily held in PAC
cases in terms of para 5.6 of DPM 2006, the Command HQrs proposed that CNC may be held with tbe
vendor and in case the negotiated cost came within &s. 10 crore, sanction could be accorded by AOCin-C in consultation with the IFA.
2.
The matter has been eKamined and it is clarified that in case, the lowest bid is marginally
beyond the financial powers of the CFA under wl10seaegis the RFP has been issued, and it is felt that
rates are required to be negotiated in rerms of chapter 13 of DPM 2006, the CFA may hold die
CNCJPNC to negotiate the quoted price. If the negotiated price is stiU beyond the powers of the CPA,
then the case may be referred to the next higher CFA under whose powers the negotiated C:)Stfalls. 1be
higher CFA may decide whether to a~ord sanction based on acti~ already taken by the lower CFA or
to start the procurement process afresh or otherwise.
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For !FA, MC: This disposes your letter No. IFAMCIOOIICGDAlPrIFAICorrNol-ll ~ed

10-12-2008.
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Kaul)
Sr.AO

Copy to:
1. IS & Add!. FA (A), MoD (Fin.) N. Delhi
}
1. JS & AddJ. FA (5), MoD (Fin) N. Delhi
}
3. Jt. CGDA (AT-I)
}
For kind information
4. It-CODA (AT-ll)
}
5.kCGDA(AT-ID)
J
6. ItCGDA (A&B)
}
7. JtCGDA (Irg-I)
}
8. JLCGDA (Trg-n)
}
9. Sr. Dy.CGDA (EDPS)
with the request to place the circular on the website.
10. ADG FP Army HQrs, South Block New DeJID
}
For lOnd infonnation
1L ACAS (Fin-P). Air HQrs Vayu Bhawan New Delhi
}
12. ACNS (P&P) Navy. NHQ. Sena Bhawan New .Delhi}
13. Hindi Ceil (Local)
For issuing Hinm version.

s.;/-

(R K. Kanl)
Sr. AO
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